— FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Gibson Teldata Introduces Gibson Cumulus VoIP Solutions
Virtual PBX with all the features a business needs to thrive
Indianapolis, Ind. — September 1, 2020 — Gibson Teldata, Inc., today announced two new
feature-rich, VoIP-based, private cloud offerings tailored to businesses of any size. Gibson
Cumulus Essentials is the perfect solution for offices wanting a basic, easy to use phone
system. Gibson Cumulus Enterprise is ideal for organizations who need a full featured
communications system, including UC, mobile apps and web conferencing.
“Gibson Teldata helps businesses take advantage of the latest communication technologies.
Regardless of size, cloud hosted phone systems offer businesses all the benefits of traditional
enterprise phone systems, for one all-inclusive monthly charge, including maintenance” said
company President Brett Gibson.
“A Gibson account executive works with you to fully explain ‘the cloud,’ hosted phone systems,
and how your business can increase efficiency and save money with these tools. As your business
scales, so will your phone system,” said Gibson.
Cloud solutions allow a business to eliminate monthly telephone line charges, remove bulky onsite equipment, and do away with maintenance and support fees. The Cumulus Enterprise phone
system is all-inclusive, with one simplified bill per month covering local, long distance, and all
telephone system related charges.
Gibson Cumulus Platforms allow Gibson Teldata to customize solutions to meet the needs of the
business. A few available features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hosted PBX with advanced features (i.e. Call Recording, Desktop Sharing, Instant
Messaging, Presence, Unified Messaging, etc.)
Mobility solution (with apps for Android and iOS)
Audio/Web Conferencing and Meetings
Auto-Provision most SIP Phones (including Polycom, Yealink, Grandstream)
App Integrations (Salesforce, WordPress and more)
Web Fax Solution
True Unified Communications as a Service (UCaaS)
99.99% Uptime SLA with Geo-Redundancy
QoS Monitoring and Alarms

Based on customer needs, Gibson Teldata will determine if Cumulus Essentials or Enterprise is
the best fit.

“Our team has professional experience and a deep understanding of the latest cloud-based
technologies used in today’s small business and enterprises, including public, private and hybrid
cloud solutions,” said Gibson. “Our goal for the Gibson Cumulus offering is to create the optimal
cloud environment, built to fit the unique needs of our customers.”

About Gibson Teldata
Founded in March 1980, Gibson Teldata, Inc., is a leading provider of voice and data
communications, including Business Telephone Systems and IP Telephony, Voice Mail and Unified
Communications, External Sound and Paging Systems, Structured Cabling, Computer Networking,
Servers, Voice Recording, Video and Audio Conferencing, Wireless, Video Surveillance and more.
For more information, go to www.bgibson.com and follow us on Twitter @GibsonTeldata.
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